Abstract. We study the conjugacy problem in cyclic extensions of free groups. It is shown that the conjugacy problem is solvable in split extensions of finitely generated free groups by virtually inner automorphisms. An algorithm for construction of the unique representative (the conjugacy normal form) for each conjugacy class is given.
Introduction
One of fundamental problems in the combinatorial group theory is the conjugacy problem formulated by M. Dehn (1912) together with two other problems: the word problem and the isomorphism problem [33, Ch. 2, § 1]. M. Dehn proved that the conjugacy problem is solvable in fundamental groups of closed orientable surfaces. Later his method have been extended to the class of groups with small cancellation [33, Ch. 5] .
Let us recall basic results about solvability of the conjugacy problem in some classes of groups.
In [25] M. Gromov introduced a class of groups which are now referred to as word hyperbolic groups. Among examples of word hyperbolic groups are finite groups, free groups, small cancellation groups satisfying a metric small cancellation condition C ′ (λ) with 0 < λ ≤ 1/6. In particular, the fundamental group of an oriented surface of genus g > 1 is hyperbolic. It is known [13] that the conjugacy problem in word hyperbolic groups is solvable. Also it is solvable in such generalizations of word hyperbolic groups as relative hyperbolic groups and semi-hyperbolic groups. At the same time, word hyperbolic groups are contained in the class of bi-automatic groups, which are contained in the class of automatic groups itself. The class of automatic groups belong to the class of combable group. It is known that the conjugacy problem is solvable in bi-automatic groups. Recently, M.R. Bridson [12] demonstrated that there exist combable groups in which the conjugacy problem is unsolvable. The question about solvability of the conjugacy problem in automatic groups is still open.
We will interested in groups F n (t) = F n ⋋ t which are semi-direct products of a free group F n and a cyclic group t , where conjugation by t induces an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(F n ). In particular, if t is of infinite order, then F n (t) is the mapping torus of F n corresponding to the automorphism ϕ and is denoted by F n (ϕ) = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , t | t −1 x i t = ϕ(x i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n .
If t is of finite order (which is divided by order of ϕ) then there exists a homomorphism of F n (ϕ) onto F n (t). The study of groups F n (ϕ) is also motivated by their relation with fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds fibering over a circle (see [20] ).
In [23] J.M. Gersten and J.R. Stallings asked about word hyperbolicity of F n (ϕ). It was shown by M. Bestvina and M. Feighn [5] and by P. Brinkmann [15] that F n (ϕ) is word hyperbolic if and only if ϕ having no nontrivial periodic conjugacy classes (i.e. there no non-trivial element f of F n and non-zero integer k such that ϕ k (f ) is conjugated to f in F n ). The solvability of the conjugacy problem for such groups follows from the solvability of the conjugacy problem in word hyperbolic groups.
We remark that some one-relator groups as well as some Artin groups can be presented as cyclic extensions of free groups (see discussions in Section 2). The conjugacy problem in one-relator groups in still open. At the same time, it is solvable in one-relator groups with torsion. This result was announced by B. Newman [36] . S. Pride [39] proved this fact for the case when the defining relation is of the form r n for n > 2. Another proof of this fact was given by V.N. Bezverhnii [6] . L. Larsen [32] proved that the conjugacy problem is solvable in one-relator groups with non-trivial center. For some classes of one-relator groups the conjugacy problem was solved by G.A. Gurevich [26, 27] and A.A. Fridman [21] .
It is known that the conjugacy problem is solvable in braid groups and knot groups [22, 40, 41] . The solvability of the conjugacy problem in link groups seems still open.
Recall that the conjugacy problem is solvable in the Novikov group A p 1 ,p 2 [38] if and only if the word problem is solvable in the corresponding Post system P (A p 1 ,p 2 ) [9] , [10, Ch. 7] .
Surveys on the conjugacy problem in various classes of groups can be found in [28] and [37] . The problem on solvability of the conjugacy problem in groups F n (ϕ) was formulated also by I. Kapovich [29, Problem 6.2] .
It is known that the solvability of the conjugacy problem does not preserve under finite extensions [24] . Moreover, D. Collins and C. Miller [16] constructed a group G containing a subgroup H of index two such that the conjugacy problem is solvable in H but not solvable in G. At the same paper they constructed a group with solvable conjugacy problem which contains a subgroup of index two with non-solvable conjugacy problem.
One of possible approaches to solve the conjugacy problem in groups F n (t) is investigation of the property to be conjugacy separable.
A group G is said to be conjugacy separable if for any pair of nonconjugated elements of G there exists a homomorphism of G to a finite group such that images of these elements are also non-conjugated. It was shown by A.I. Malcev [34] , if a finitely generated group is conjugacy separable then the conjugacy problem in this group is solvable. Thus, the following problem aries naturally:
Problem. Is a group F n (t) conjugacy separable? It was shown by J.L. Dyer [18] that finite extensions of free groups are conjugacy separable. Also, he proved in [19] that if G is an extension of a free group by a cyclic group and center of G is nontrivial, then G is conjugacy separable. Moreover, if G is one-relator group with non-trivial center, then G is conjugacy separable.
In the present paper we consider groups G = F n ⋋ t which are semi-direct product of a free group F n and a cyclic group t such that the conjugation by t induces automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(F n ) such that ϕ m ∈ Inn(F n ), i. e. ϕ m is inner automorphism of F n for some positive integer m. Such automorphism ϕ will be referred to as virtually inner. In Section 2 we will demonstrate that many one-relator groups and, in particular, two-generator Artin groups can be obtained as split extension of free groups by virtually inner automorphisms (see Section 2). In Section 3 and Section 4 we will show that the conjugacy problem is solvable in G. For each element of G we will construct unique conjugacy normal from. If t is of finite order, then G is word hyperbolic, and moreover, in virtue of the above referred result of J.L. Dyer, it is conjugacy separable. Therefore, the conjugacy problem is solvable in G. But our approach gives the more effective solving algorithm than the general solving algorithm for word hyperbolic groups. If t is of infinite order, then G is not word hyperbolic because it contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z × Z (see [19] ). In Section 5 we will show that the conjugacy problem is solvable for the split extension F ∞ ⋉ Z of the countably generated free group F ∞ by the automorphism ϕ shifting its generators.
One-relator groups and 2-generated Artin groups
In this section we will show that some one-relator groups and, in particular, 2-generator Artin groups can be obtained as split extensions of free groups by virtually inner automorphisms.
It was shown in [2, 7, 8] that the conjugacy problem is solvable in Artin and Coxeter groups of large type. Also, it was shown in [14] that it is solvable for Artin groups of finite type, i.e. such that corresponding Coxeter groups are finite. The question about solvability of the conjugacy problem in arbitrary Artin group seems still open.
Consider a group G = t, a | r = 1 with two generators and one defining relation. Let us assume that the word r is cyclically reduced and contains both generators a and t.
Applying, if necessary, Lemma 11.8 from [33, ch. 5] we can assume that the exponent sum of t in r is equal to zero. We will use the MagnusMoldavanskii method to represent G as HNN-extension. Let us define new generators a i = t −i at i , i ∈ Z and let r ′ be the presentation of the word r written in these generators. We write a i ∈ r ′ if a i or a
is a subword of r ′ , and denote µ = min{i | a i ∈ r ′ } and ν = max{i | a i ∈ r ′ }. Let us define
If a ν appears in r ′ only once (with degree +1 or −1), then using r ′ we can express a ν via other generators and eliminate it from the generating system for H. Thus H is a free generated group which coincides with A. In this case
is said to be an ascending HNN-extension of H. If, moreover, B = H, then ϕ is an automorphism of H, and G = F n (ϕ), where n = ν − µ − 1, is a cyclic extension of a free group. Analogously, if a µ can be expressed from r ′ via other generators, we get that H coincides with B.
As a noticeable example, let us consider 2-generated Artin group:
where m ≥ 3 is integer and
We recall that A(2n + 1) is the fundamental group of the (2n + 1, 2)-torus knot complement in the 3-sphere and A(2n) is the fundamental group of the (2n, 2)-torus 2-component link complement in the 3-sphere. These knots and links arise as closures of 2-strand braids.
Changing generators of A(m) in the same way as in [11] (where the Gröbner-Shirshov bases for these groups were constructed) we will get the following result. Proposition 2.1. Any 2-generated Artin group is a split extension of a free group of finite rank and a cyclic group generated by a virtually inner automorphism.
Proof. Let us consider the group A(2n) = x, y | (xy) n = (yx) n , n ≥ 2, Denoting t = x and y i = t i yt −i , where i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, we get the following presentation:
where F n is the free group generated by y 0 , . . . , y n−1 and ϕ is defined by:
It is easy to check that the element ∆ = y 0 y 1 · · · y n−1 is such that ϕ(∆) = ∆ (see also [11] ) and the automorpihsm ϕ n acts as the following:
so ϕ is an virtually inner automorphism of F n . Let us consider the group A(2n + 1) = x, y | (xy) n x = (yx) n y . Denoting t = x, z = yx −1 = yt −1 , and z i = t i zt −i , where i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1, we get the following presentation
where F 2n is the free group generated by z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z 2n−1 and ψ is defined by:
It is easy to check that the element
is such that ψ(Σ) = Σ (see also [11] ) and the automorphism ψ 2(2n+1) acts as the following:
so, ψ is an virtually inner automorphism of F n .
We remark that the conjugacy problem in 2-generator Artin groups is solvable since these groups are Artin groups of finite type.
Finitely generated free groups and virtually inner automorphisms
Let F n = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n be the free group of rank n ≥ 2 with words from the alphabet X = {x
n }. In some cases, we will need to distinguish words which represent the same element of the group. We will write U = V if two words (or two elements of the group) are equal as elements of the group, and U ≡ V if two words are equal graphically. Denote by |V | the length of a word V in the alphabet X. A word V is said to be reduced if it contains no part xx −1 , x ∈ X. A reduced word V defines a non-identity element if and only if |V | ≥ 1. A reduced word obtained by reducing of an original word will be referred to as its reduction. By ||V || we will denote the length of the reduction of a word V . Further, a reduced word V = x
, where ε i = ±1, i = 1, . . . , n, is said to be cyclically reduced if i 1 = i n or if i 1 = i n then ε 1 = −ε n . Clearly, every element of a free group is conjugated to an element given by a cyclically reduced word referred to as its cyclic reduction.
We will use standard notations Aut(F n ) and Inn(F n ) for the group of automorphisms and the group of inner automorphisms of F n , respectively. An automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(F n ) is said to be virtually inner if ϕ m ∈ Inn(F n ) for some positive integer m.
In particular, any automorphism ϕ of finite order is virtually inner. Denote by F n (t) = F n ⋉ t the semi-direct product, where the generator t of the cyclic group t is such that the conjugation by t induces an automorphism ϕ, i.e. t −1 f t = ϕ(f ) for any f ∈ F n . Remark that F n ⊳ F n (t).
We will show that the following property holds.
Theorem 3.1. If ϕ is a virtually inner automorphism of a free group F n , n ≥ 2, then the conjugacy problem is solvable for F n (t).
To prove this result, we will find an unique representative for each conjugacy class.
Any element v ∈ F n (t) can be presented in the form t ℓ V where ℓ ∈ Z if t has infinite order, and 0 ≤ ℓ < |t| if t has finite order |t|; V is a word of the alphabet X (we will also say that V is a X-part of v). Moreover, if V is reduced then such a presentation of v is unique.
Let ϕ ∈ Aut(F n ) be a virtually inner automorphism such that ψ = ϕ m is an inner automorphism of F n . Without loss of generality we can assume that m is taken the smallest positive integer having such a property. There exists a reduced word ∆ ∈ F n such that
It is easy to check (see also [3, Lemma 2] ) that following properties hold. 
Let us define a linear order "<" on the set of irreducible words in the alphabet X. Assume that elements of X are ordered in the following way:
n . We write U < V if |U | < |V | or if |U | = |V | and the word U is less than the word V in respect to the lexicographical order corresponding to the above defined linear order on X.
A reduced word V ∈ F n is said to be ∆-reduced if |V | ≤ ||∆ −k V ∆ k || for all k ∈ Z. Obviously, if V is cyclically reduced, then the length of any word conjugated to V is not less than the length of V , so V is ∆-reduced.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that ∆ is cyclically reduced. A reduced word
If ∆ is cyclically reduced, Lemma 3.2 gives the finite algorithm to find for a given reduced word V a ∆-reduced word V ∆ conjugated to V by some power of ∆. Indeed, it is enough to repeat conjugations of V by ∆ ε , ε = ±1, few times. If the length of the obtained word is less than the length of the previous word, we will conjugate again. If not, then the obtained word is a ∆-reduced word V ∆ conjugated to V . Such a construction of a ∆-reduced word V ∆ conjugated to V by some power of ∆ will be referred to as a ∆-reduction.
We remark that if ∆ is not cyclically reduced, then the analog of Lemma 3.2 does not hold. It is clear from the following example.
Example. Let U, W, Σ ∈ F n be nonempty reduced words such that for an integer |k| > 1 words
It is easy to see that
If k < −1, similar example can be obtained. 
If ∆ is not cyclically reduced, Lemma 3.3 gives the finite algorithm to find for a given reduced word V a ∆-reduced word V ∆ conjugated to V by some power of ∆. If ∆ and V are of the form represented in case (2) of Lemma 3.3, then we define V ∆ = ∆ −k V ∆ k . In this case we say that V ∆ is a ∆-reduction of V . If ∆ and V are others, then we follow the same steps as described after Lemma 3.2.
Remark that V ∆ is not uniquely determined by V (see [3, Proposition 2] ).
Constructing of conjugated normal form
Now we will study ∆-reduced elements of the group F n (t). A word v = t ℓ V ∈ F n (t), ℓ ∈ Z, V ∈ F n , is said to be ∆-reduced if V is ∆-reduced.
In virtue of Lemma 3.1(3), the conjugation of v = t ℓ V by any power ∆ m means the conjugation of V by ∆ m , i.e.
For any integer k we will denote by
If length of a reduced word V in the alphabet X is bigger than 1 then it can be presented as a product V ≡ V ′ V ′′ of two nonempty reduced words. The word V ′ will be referred to as an initial part of V and V ′′ will be referred as a final part of V . Denote by I(V ) the set of all initial parts of V and by F(V ) the set of all final parts of V .
Consider v ∈ F n (t) and fix its presentation v ≡ t ℓ V , ℓ ∈ Z, where V is reduced word in the alphabet X. Conjugation by t ℓ induces an automorphism ψ = ϕ ℓ of the free group F n .
For a reduced word V ≡ V ′ V ′′ in the alphabet X with V ′ ∈ I(V ), V ′′ ∈ F(V ) we say that a word V ′′
[ℓ] V ′ is a cyclic ψ-shift of a final part of V and a word V ′′ V ′ [−ℓ] is a cyclic ψ-shift of an initial part of V . Remark that these elements can be obtained by a conjugation of v. Indeed, conjugating v by (V ′′ ) −1 we will get
and conjugating v by (V ′ ) [−ℓ] we will get
If |V ′ | = 1, i.e. V ′ = x ε i , ε = ±1, then the corresponding cyclic ψ-shift will be referred to as a cyclic ψ-shift of the initial letter. If |V ′′ | = 1 then the corresponding cyclic ψ-shift will be referred to as a cyclic ψ-shift of the final letter.
A reduced word V will be referred to as a cyclically ψ-reduced if there doesn't exist a cyclic ψ-shift of its final part and there doesn't exist a cyclic ψ-shift of its initial part which decreases length of V . Obviously, applying cyclic ψ-shifts of final (or initial) parts to a given word V we will get a cyclically ψ-reduced word conjugated to V . Now let us construct conjugating normal form for an element v = t ℓ V . Without loss of generality, we can assume that V is cyclically ψ-reduced and ∆-reduced. For a given V let us construct a set of words V ∆ which contains V and such elements which are conjugated to V by elements of the group ∆ and are ∆-reduced. All of them have the same length as V . By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 the set V ∆ is finite. Applying to elements of V ∆ cyclic ψ-shifts of all initial parts and all final parts, we will construct the set (V ∆ ) ψ . Applying to obtained words ∆-reducing, we will get a set ((V ∆ ) ψ ) ∆ each element of which is ∆-reduced. Consider the subset of ((V ∆ ) ψ ) ∆ consisting of cyclically ψ-reduced words. Multiplying each of obtained words on left by t ℓ we will get a set of words from F n (t). Let us denote the obtained set by D 0 (v).
Remark that in the free group the set of words obtained from a given word V by cyclic shifts is finite. But the set of words obtained from a word v ∈ F n (t) by cyclic ψ-shifts can be infinite if t has infinite order. Indeed, it is clear from following relations
that the element v ≡ t ℓ V is conjugated to t ℓ ψ k (V ) for any integer k. Moreover, the conjugation can be done by an element of the free group F n . For each integer k we define a set 
Proof. For any integer k we have ψ k (V ) = ϕ ℓk (V ). Let r, 0 ≤ r < m be such that ℓk = mq + r, q ∈ Z. By Lemma 3.1,
Let ℓ = ℓ 1 d and m = m 1 d for some integer ℓ 1 and m 1 . If k runs over the set Z then r runs over the set {0, d, 2d, . . . , m − d}. Let us show that
, that will give the statement. Indeed, by the definition,
= ϕ r (V ) and consider elements from D 0 (t ℓ ϕ r (V )). By the definition, D 0 (t ℓ ϕ r (V )) consists of words whose X-parts are the ψ-shifts ψ(U 2 )U 1 or U 2 ψ −1 (U 1 ), where U ≡ U 1 U 2 , to which ∆-reducing and ψ-reducing are applied. To construct D k (v) we must pass from a word ∆ −q ϕ r (V ) ∆ q to a ∆-reduced word, which, in a general case, can be different from U = ϕ r (V ). But, according to the definition of D 0 (v), the set of ∆-reduced words constructed from ∆ −q ϕ r (V ) ∆ q coincides with the set of ∆-reduced words constructed from ϕ r (V ). So, corresponding sets of all cyclic ψ-shifts of initial parts and of finals parts also coincide. Therefore, Proof. Since D(v) consists of elements conjugated by elements of H, item (2), obviously, implies (1). Let us prove (2) . Let u ≡ t ms U be a conjugating element, where s is some integer and U is a reduced word. By the assumption, w = u −1 vu, i.e. we have the following equality in the free group F n :
(1)
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that in (1) the exponent s is equal to zero. Since W is cyclically ψ-reduced, the product U V .
Then U
−1
[ℓ] must be cancelled wholly, i.e.
by the shift of the initial part U [ℓ] . Indeed, according to the above described procedure, we need to conjugate v by U = U [0] :
Therefore, D(v) = D(w).
Case 1(b). Suppose that there are cancellations in the product V U . Then U must be cancelled wholly, i.e. V = V 1 U −1 . Then
by the shift of the final part U −1 . Indeed, conjugating v by U we get
Case 2. Suppose that V is cancelling wholly. Case 2(a). Suppose that V is cancelling wholly in the product V U and after that there are cancellations of letters of the remaining part of U with letters of U −1
[ℓ] . Then we can represent
is cancelling wholly, then we will use induction by length of U .
Remark that W arises in the process of the construction of D 1 (v). Indeed,
1 by the cyclic ψ-shift of the final part. Case 2(b). Suppose that V is cancelling wholly in the product U −1
[ℓ] V and after that there are cancellations of letters of the remaining part of U −1
[ℓ] with letters of U . Then we can represent U −1
1 is cancelling wholly with
. Comparing these words we see that W belongs to D −1 (v). Indeed, by the definition,
Applying to U 1 V 2 the cyclic ψ-shift of the initial part U 1 , we will get
. The case when V [−ℓ] is cancelling wholly with U −1 1 in (3) can be considered similar to the above.
Let us define
Obviously, this set is finite. Let v = t ℓ V 0 be an element with the smallest Xpart among all elements of D(v). Such v is said to be the conjugacy normal form for v. By the construction, v and v are conjugated in F n (t). To show uniqueness of v we will use the following statement.
Proof. Suppose that v and w are conjugated in F n (t) by u ≡ t k U , where k ∈ Z and U is a reduced word in the alphabet X. Let r, 0 ≤ r ≤ m − 1, be such that k = mq + r for some integer q. By Lemma 3.1 we have
i.e. w is conjugated to t −r vt r by an element from the group F n , t m . By the construction, D(t −r vt r ) ⊆ D(v), and by Lemma 4.2,
Now we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof. Let v = t ℓ V be an element of F n (t). Using, if necessary, conjugation by elements of F n , we can assume that V is cyclically ψ-reduced and ∆-reduced. Let us construct a set D(v) as in Section 4. From this set we choose words of minimal length. Then, from such words, choose the conjugacy normal form v for v, that is the word whose X-part is minimal in respect to the above ordering on F n . For a pair of given words u = t k U and v = t ℓ V the conjugacy problem is solving as the following. If k = ℓ then u and v are not conjugated in F n (t). If k = ℓ then let us construct conjugacy normal forms u and v. By Lemma 4.3 words u and v are conjugated in F n (t) if and only if u = v.
We remark that if t is of finite order in F n (t), then this group is almost free, so, it is word hyperbolic. This implies the solvability of the conjugacy problem in this group. But our approach gives the more effective solving algorithm than the general solving algorithm for word hyperbolic groups.
The following question naturally arises in the context of the above obtained result.
Problem:
the natural homomorphism is finite group. Does the conjugacy problem solvable in G?
Let us show that the answer on this question is affirmative if M is finite group. Proposition 4.1. Let G = F n ⋋ M , where M is a finite subgroup of Aut (F n ). Then the conjugacy problem is solvable for G.
Proof. Let us suppose that M has k elements:
We order these elements in the following way:
Consider elements v = α i V and u = α j U from G, where V and U are reduced words from F n . Obviously, if elements α i and α j are not conjugated in M , then elements v and u are not conjugated in G. So, we can suppose that α i and α j are conjugated in M . Using, if necessary, a conjugation, we can assume that v = ϕV and u = ϕU , where ϕ ∈ M , and ϕ is taken the smallest representative of the class of conjugated elements that contains α i and α j .
Further, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we construct sets D 0 (v) and D 0 (u). In addition, ∆ ≡ 1. Define
For each of these sets we choose a word that has the smallest X-part in respect to the above defined ordering. Such a word will be the conjugated normal form of the corresponding word. Therefore, if obtained words coincide, then elements u and v are conjugated in G. If they are different, then elements u and v are not conjugated in G.
5.
Countably generated free group and shifting automorphism
. . be the free group with countably infinite number of generators with words from the alphabet X = {. . . , x
Consider an automorphism ϕ : F ∞ → F ∞ acting by shifting generators: ϕ(x i ) = x i−1 , where i ∈ Z. We will call ϕ the shifting automorphism. Denote by F ∞ (ϕ) = F ∞ ⋉ t the split extension, where t is the generator of the cyclic group t such that the conjugation by t induces the automorphism ϕ, i.e. t −1
Defining relations for F ∞ (ϕ) can be written as following:
i+1 , where i ∈ Z. Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 from [11] , we remark that these relations together with trivial relations form the Gröbner-Shirshov basis for F ∞ (ϕ).
In the present section we will show that the following property holds. Any element of F ∞ (ϕ) is uniquely presented in the form t m V , where m ∈ Z and V ∈ F ∞ is a reduced word. To prove the decidability of the conjugacy problem for the group F ∞ (ϕ) we will show that for each class of conjugated elements we can choose the unique representative (the conjugacy normal form), and that two elements from F ∞ (ϕ) are conjugated if and only if the representatives of corresponding classes coincide.
For any integer m let ϕ m be an automorphism of the group
we denote a free reduction of the word ϕ m (V ). A word W is said to be ϕ m -conjugated to a word V by a word U −1 if
Obviously, two words t m V and t m W from F ∞ (ϕ) are conjugated by an element of F ∞ if and only if corresponding words V and W from F ∞ are ϕ m -conjugated. A reduced word V is said to be cyclically ϕ m -reduced if it can not be presented in the form
Proof. If V is not cyclically ϕ m -reduced, then v can be presented in the form
where V 0 is cyclically ϕ m -reduced Conjugating this word by U we get
Suppose that a word V ∈ F ∞ has some x k as the final letter, i.e. V ≡ U x k . Let us define the cyclic ϕ m -shift of the final letter , denoted by τ m , as following:
j :
Let us define a linear order "<" on the set of reduced words of the alphabet X. Assume that elements of X are ordered in the following way:
2 < . . . We write U < V if |U | < |V | or if |U | = |V | and the word U is less than the word V in respect to the lexicographical order corresponding to the above defined linear order on X.
Remark the following obvious property:
Lemma 5.2. Let words U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U p representing elements of F ∞ be ordered in the following way:
and m be an integer. Then the following ordering holds
that can be also written as
.
ON THE CONJUGACY PROBLEM FOR CYCLIC EXTENSIONS OF FREE GROUPS15
For a ϕ m -reduced word v ≡ t m V ∈ F ∞ (ϕ), with |V | = n, define a set
. . , n − 1}. Let us choose a word from D(v), say t m V 0 , such that its X-part V 0 is smallest in respect to above defined lexicographical order. Suppose that V 0 starts from a letter x ε k , ε = ±1. Then the word ϕ k (V 0 ) starts from the letter x ε 0 . For such chosen V 0 and k, the word v = t m ϕ k (V 0 ) will be referred to as the conjugacy normal form for v. Since the automorphism ϕ k acts by the conjugation and the ϕ m -conjugation can be realized by the conjugation too, any word is conjugated to its conjugacy normal form. Proof. Suppose that we have found the conjugacy normal form for a given element v = t k V . By Lemma 5.1, we can assume, up to a conjugation, that v is taken to be cyclically ϕ k -reduced. Let us consider an element conjugated to v and demonstrate that their conjugacy normal forms coincide. Indeed, let u = t ℓ U and
Consider possible cases of cancellations in the word U −1
[k] V [ℓ] U . Case 1. Suppose that there are no cancellations. Then
Thus, for any m, the cyclic ϕ m -shifts of U wU −1 can be obtained from the cyclic ϕ m -shift of v using conjugation by t −ℓ . Therefore, a conjugate normal form of w coincides with a conjugate normal form of v. Let us assume that below w ≡ t k W is cyclically ϕ k -reduced. Using induction by length |U | of U we will show that W can be obtained from V by cyclic ϕ k -shift and conjugation by some degree of t. Then there must be some cancellations in the word U 
Remark that there can not be cancellations in the product V ′′ [ℓ+k] V ′ [ℓ] because, by the assumption, v = t k V is cyclically ϕ k -reduced. Remark that the element V ′′
[ℓ+k] V ′ [ℓ] can be obtained from v by a cyclic ϕ k -shift and a conjugation by t ℓ . Since |U ′ | < |U |, the induction assumption can be applied. Therefore, its normal form coincides with a conjugated normal form of v.
Case 3. Suppose that there are cancellations in the product U −1
[k] V [ℓ] , i.e.
, and there are no cancellations in the product V [ℓ] U . We see that the element V ′′
[ℓ] V ′ [ℓ−k] can be obtained from V ′ V ′′ by a cyclic k-shift, i.e.
and a conjugation by t −ℓ+k . Since |U ′ | < |U |, the induction assumption can be applied, and we get the statement.
As a consequence of the above considerations we get the statement of Theorem 5.1.
